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Coming Together to Save Lives

Craig Schultz

Mark Murphy

Dan Savolt

Terry Drees

On a warm spring day apmanager of Dubuque County Emerproximately 11:00am May 22, 2008 gency Communication Center inMr. Craig Schultz was heading
formed “Requests for Emergency
south bound on highway 136 toHelicopter services come in through
ward a local grocery store when
first responding agencies … which
another driver failed to yield upon
may include, EMS, Fire, or Law Enentering 136. Jeremy Honkomp
forcement.” Additionally Murphy
fire fighter/ first responder
stated that dispatchers look to
with Dyersville Fire/Bigather patient information and
County, a witness to the
pertinent scene information.
incident, initiated a 911
The Center initiates the appropricall. Honkomp reaching
ate phone calls to find available
the patient first, stated
helicopters. At this time an
“The gentleman was conemergency frequency is assigned,
scious and disorientated
known as mutual aid. Mutual
Jeremy Honkomp aid is not only a frequency
with obvious major
trauma”
shared with EMS and fire but
Dubuque County Dispatch
also is available to responding heliafter receiving notification of the
copters. It also allows direct comincident, proceeded to dispatch the
munication between the responding
following agencies,
helicopter and scene personnel.
Dyersville Fire and ResUniversity of Iowa Air Care was
cue, Bi-County Ambuimmediately dispatched to the
lance, Dyersville Police
scene of the incident.
Department, Dubuque
Gansemer, initiated the set
County Sheriff, and Iowa
up of a landing zone in a
State Patrol. Upon arrineighboring field. Gansemer
val of the agencies, two
conveyed, “Extrication was
Tim
Gansemer
critically injured patients
being initiated on the two vehiwere identified. Upon
cles involved in the accident,”
initial findings Tim Gansemer,
Bi-County Ambulance responded
EMS Captain with Dyersville Fire,
with two staffed Ambulances. Dan
and scene incident commander
Savolt, Paramedic Specialist, and
alerted Dubuque Dispatch and reTerry Drees, Paramedic, respectively
quested Air Ambulance.
initiated patient care to Mr. Schultz.
Mark Murphy, Director and
Savolt accounted, “Recognizing the
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severity of the
which he underwent two separate surgeries due to
patient’s inhis significant head injuries. Schultz additionally
juries, oxysuffered a sternal fracture, facial fractures with siggen was apnificant soft tissue injury, and many other extremity
plied, spinal
fractures and impairimmobilizaments. Mr. Schultz,
tion was
whom himself was a
maintained,
volunteer Fire Fighter
and rapid exfor thirteen years, extrication was
pressed” I would not
essential.”
have made it with out
Upon comyou.” and “ Being a
pletion of
volunteer is someparamedic assessment the patient was deemed critical.
times a thankless
Deformity to the steering wheel was noted. Multiple
job.”
facial fractures were evident and maintaining airway
More often
was pertinent. Savolt stated,
than not EMS/Fire
‘When caring for any patient,
Agencies are not made aware of the out
not only must you identify
comes of the patients that they treat. It
and treat the physical needs,
has been a great honor to have been
but the emotional needs must
sought out by an individual that Binot be neglected.”
County have treated. Even though it is
When extrication was
apparent that Mr. Schultz still has a long
nearing completion the compainful road ahead of him, his positive
munication officer who had
attitude is inspiring and his positive outbeen maintaining constant conlook on life will only enhance his recovUniversity of Iowa Air Care
tact with the helicopter notified
ery.
Air Care and requested an estimated time of arrival.
It is Bi-County Ambulance’s belief that it
The projected time of arrival prompted a need to trans- was the combined efforts of all agency’s involved on
port the patient to Mercy Dyersville. “Bi-County Am- that unfortunate day, that seamlessly assisted Mr.
bulance initiated a trauma alert to Mercy Dyersville
Schultz in his time of need. There was a common
Emergency staff,” according to Terry Drees. Approgoal that required a multitude of tasks; each of
priate personnel were notified of the incoming trauma
which was performed with great care by each reand the helicopter pad was prepared.
sponding agency. Bi-County Ambulance would like
Helicopter services are utilized to transport
to conclude this article with a very heart felt statecritically ill and severely injured patients, delivering
ment made by Mr. Schultz,” Once again I say
medical care en route with an emphasis on supporting
Thank You. There’s no words that I know that can
high risk patient populations, including multi-system
express my gratitude to those people who saved my
trauma victims….and patients suffering from time
life.”
sensitive or complex medical conditions, according to
University of Iowa Hospital Officials.
Wishing to learn more about his treatment, Mr.
Schultz initiated contact with Bi-County Ambulance.
During a conversation with Mr. Shultz he reflected
upon the events of that day, and subsequently shared
his continued recovery. He divulged that he spent
three weeks at the University of Iowa Hospital, during
Mr. Schultz’s vehicle exited the Hwy coming to rest after snapping a utility pole.
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Perry Puppy Paramedic
Bi-County Ambulance unveiled its newest
member of our service March 14th 2008, Perry the
Puppy Paramedic. Perry
was graciously
donated by RC2
to Bi-County Ambulance. Perry
is an educational
tool that will enhance BiCounty’s out reach to
the community children.
Perry was received with
overwhelming enthusiasm, by the thousands
of children and adults
alike that lined the
streets of Dyersville during the St. Patrick’s Day
Parade
. Perry will be accompanying Bi-County at
our local elementary schools and preschools to
educate the children of the community we service
not to be afraid of EMS personnel in a time of
need. Perry will also emphasize and identify
when its time to call 9-1-1 and what the 9-1-1 operator will need from them. Children performing
miraculous feats are seen all the time. A child can
save a life. Seconds count during an emergency.
Everyone needs to use 9-1-1 properly to get quick
help during a fire, medical emergency or a crime.
Preparing our children by allowing them to identify
what is a true emergency and who to call. Some
children may have heard about 9-1-1 from school,

television, or friends,
but may not understand what it is used
for. Children may not
be sure what a real
emergency is; Perry
will also assist in
educating basic First
Aid and CPR.
We at Bi-County Ambulance believe
education is the foundation to excellent patient
care. Perry is an approachable puppy and an
asset to the area we service. Children are
more likely to ask Perry questions and interact
with Perry. Preschool and elementary school
children are generally inquisitive by nature.
These formative years
instill the
very foundation of these
youngsters.
Bi-County’s
newest member Perry the
Puppy paramedic, we
believe, will
thrust our desire to promote emergency awareness into hearts of hundreds of local children.
Thus, teaching children not to fear EMS personnel and remaining calm in a time of crisis.
We enthusiastically look forward to celebrating
National EMS week in May and are sure that
Perry will play a paramount role in our school
visits.

What will the 9-1-1 operator need to know?





What has happened?
What phone number are you calling from?
Where are you?
Where is the help needed?
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Board of Trustee’s Meeting
Bi-County Ambulance has recently hosted our annual Board of Trustee’s meeting. Bi-County members presented a power point presentation and video showing programs and highlights of the events that have unfolded over
2008. This meeting grants us the opportunity to display
equipment essential to providing excellent care,
newly acquired and old alike. This meeting allows
both Bi-County Personnel and the Trustees the time
to sit down together and discuss how Bi-County is
performing as a whole. This year members of BiCounty Ambulance Service gave a PowerPoint presentation on the statistic of hours of service BiCounty members have contributed to the community. The members of Bi-County are striving to
make this EMS service the best that it can be. New
programs that have been implemented throughout
the year were displayed with photos and discussed
by various members.
At the end of the PowerPoint presentation BiCounty presented a video depicting photos of highlights
over the year 2008, which was set to music. Bi-County
Ambulance crew took this night very seriously, and welcomed the opportunity for discussion with the trustees.
Chris Kramer, Administrator,
Sandy Neyen, Assistant Administrator, and Judy Boge,
Financial Officer, fielded
questions pertaining to business aspects of Bi-County.
Many of the Bi-County Board
members were present for the evening. We at Bi-County are proud to
serve and look forward to another year.
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When Every
Minute Counts
When Every Minute Counts
Survival of a heart attack requires… fast
action and definitive care. The heart is a
remarkable
muscle that typically works a
lifetime without
resting. BiCounty Ambulance would like
to take this time
to stress the
symptoms of a
heart attack and
the importance
of seeking swift
medical
care. Some heart attacks are sudden and
intense. However, generally heart attacks start slowly with only mild pain or
discomfort. Often people affected aren't
sure what's wrong and wait too long before getting help. Here are signs that can
mean a heart attack is happening according to the American Heart Association.
 Chest discomfort. Most heart attacks
involve discomfort in the center of the
chest that lasts more than a few minutes, or that goes away and comes
back. It can feel like uncomfortable
pressure, squeezing, fullness or
pain.
 Discomfort in other areas of the upper body. Symptoms can include pain
or discomfort in one or both arms, the
back, neck, jaw or stomach.
 Shortness of breath with or without
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chest discomfort.
 Other signs may include breaking out
in a cold sweat, nausea or lightheadedness
A heart attack is a medical emergency. And not all of the above symptoms
must be present to be having a heart attack. Learn the signs! It could mean the
difference between life and death. Even if
you're not sure it's a heart attack, remember time equals heart muscle. The longer
the wait for medical treatment the increased chance for death or uncorrectable
damage to the heart. Fast action can save
lives; call 911. Recognition of the symptoms of a heart attack is crucial. Time is
critical. When an artery to the heart is
blocked, the heart muscle doesn't die instantly. But damage increases the longer
the artery stays blocked. Delay may increase heart
damage and reduce your
chance of survival. It also lessens the chance
of preserving
heart muscle. “A
heart attack is a
true medical
emergency, where every 20-to-30-minute
delay could impact whether your patient
lives or dies,” said Henry Ting, M.D., lead
author of the study and a cardiologist at
Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn.
According to the American Heart Association, calling 9-1-1 is almost always the
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fastest way to
get lifesaving
treatment. BiCounty Paramedic personnel are trained
in Advanced
Cardiac Life
Support, and
can begin
treatment when they arrive. EMS staff is
also trained to revive someone whose heart
has stopped. The sooner medical attention
is obtained; the sooner blood
flow can be restored to the heart
muscle and decrease disability
after a heart attack. It is best to
call EMS for rapid transport to
the emergency room. If you
can't access the emergency
medical services have someone
drive you to the hospital right
away. If you're the one having
symptoms, don't drive yourself, unless you
have absolutely no other option.

1. Eat a heart-healthy diet.
2. Don’t smoke or use tobacco products.
3. Get active.
4. Maintain a healthy weight.
5. Get regular health screenings.
An ounce of prevention is worth a lifetime of
healthier living. Heart disease is often preventable. Escape heart problems in the future by embracing a healthy lifestyle today. At the end of day you can reduce
the effects of heart disease in your own
life through early detection and education.

Heart disease consists of conditions affecting the heart, such as coronary heart disease, heart attack, congenital heart disease, and congestive heart failure.
Heart disease is the number one cause of
sudden death in men as well as women in
the United States, however; that does not
have to be your fate. Even though we lack
the control to change some risk factors –
such as age and genetics – there are some
fundamental heart disease prevention
steps you can adopt. It is imperative to
know your risk factors. There is a significant opportunity for you to control your risk
factors.

You’re alive. Do something. The directive in life,
the moral imperative was so uncomplicated. It
could be expressed in single words, not complete
sentences. It sounded like this: Look, Listen,
Choose, Act…. Barbara Hall.

According to the Mayo Clinic here are five
heart disease prevention tips to get you
started:
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FARM SAFETY
Nature is man's teacher. She unfolds her treasures to his search, unseals his eye, illumes his mind, and
purifies his heart; an influence
breathes from all the sights and
sounds of her existence. ~Alfred
Billings Street

ranchers, their families and employees. NE Designate a play area for children
CAS is the only National Safety Educational
on the farmstead. If possible, fence the
facility within the United States. According to
area.
Dan Neenan, Manager of NECAS, emphasis is Set a good example for children by folplaced on three major programs; the safety
lowing safe practices in your operation.
and health of farmers and ranchers, agriNeenan also noted that older generabusiness, and agricultural rescue for rural fire
tions statistically as well as the younger
and EMS. NECAS’s educational specialists
continue to be at risk of injury or death.
With Spring in the air, many
The life of a farmer is engrained
farmers are seizing the opportunity to get travel nationally throughout the
United
States
upon
request….
from
usually from a very young age.
out in the fields again. Bi-County Ambuhospitals,
and
organizations
exUpon retiring, the retired farmer
lance understands that there are inherent
pressing
an
interest
in
farming.
For
continues to assist on the family
safety hazards to be aware of.; as farminformation,
contact
Dan
Neenan
1farm, “They view it as a life style
ers head to the fields to plant their crops
888-844-6322
or
not a job” according to Neenan.
this season it is important to recognize
Neenand@nicc.edu.
The seasoned farmer is more acthe hazards that exist and work to minicustomed to working with older
mize those risks. “The Spring Planting
It
is
Bi-County’s
desire
to
acknowlDan
Neenan
equipment and there for exseason presents safety challenges on
edge
the
importance
of
farm
posed to increased risk; tractors
Iowa roadways. Both motorists and agrisafety.
While
farming
provides
jobs,
revenue
with
tricycle
front ends, without rollover
business personnel must share in the
and
food
for
the
entire
country,
protection
structure
( ROPS), missing
responsibility of prewe
should
also
bear
in
mind
power take-off shields (PTO), and byventing tragic
that
farmers
are
engaging
in
pass starting are just a few. “It is sobercrashes. In analyzing
one
of
the
most
dangerous
ing to remember that farming is the nacrashes between farm
occupations.
Farming
is
intion’s most hazardous occupation. That
and non-farm vehidustrialized
work.
According
to
is why President Franklin D. Roosevelt
cles, a Highway ReNeenan,
the
agri-business
has
issued a proclamation in 1944 to build
search Center study
over
700
fatalities
and
80,000
awareness about farm safety and health
reported that farm
disabling injuries yearly. Of the 700 fatalities
during the harvest season. Each year,
vehicle operators were at fault 35% of
over
100
of
those
are
children.
Children
are
one week is dedicated to this purpose.”
the time and other motorist were at fault
an
interical
part
of
a
farming
family.
Neenan
Senator Harkins website. This year’s
42% of the time. Only a small percentage
referred
to
North
American
Guidelines
for
ChilNational Farm Safety and Health Week
of all vehicle crashes result in fatalities,
dren’s
Agricultural
Tasks
(NAGCAT)
which
is the third week in September. Lets
however, a collision involving a slow
offers
parents,
employers,
and
educators
a
work together to make this Spring a
moving vehicle is roughly five times more
resource
on
assigning
age
appropriate
agriculsafe one!
likely to result in a fatality,” according to
tural
jobs
to
children
7
-16
years
of
age
and
the Iowa Department of Public Safety.
National Educational Center for designating a safe playground area for chilAgriculture Safety (NECAS) is located in dren who live on farms. Safety is critically
important for children who live on the farm.
Peosta Iowa; NECAS was founded in
Here are a few ways to make the farm a safe
1994. According to NECAS, It is a partplace for children, according to NAGCAT.
nership between Northeast Iowa Com Apply brightly colored hazard decals to all
munity College and the National Safety
areas that should be off-limits to children. tell
Council. NECAS has a mission to provide a training center that is dedicated to children what the decals mean.
reducing the level of preventable injuries,  Discuss with children some of the dangers
associated with living and working on a farm.
illnesses, and fatalities among farmers,
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Count on EMS to get the
job done, with quality care
and first aid for everyone

If you know of someone who would like to receive BiCounty’s quarterly newsletter via email please email
bicountybetterment@gmail.com

NON-EMERGENCY 875-8628
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY DIAL 9-1-1
1503 6th Street S.E.
Dyersville, Iowa 52040
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